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AlphaZero e’ una macchina che insegna  
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Ho discusso quanto segue con  
Daniel Alsina Real (fisico teorico e Grande Maestro di scacchi)

DeepMind's Demis Hassabis, a chess player himself, called 
AlphaZero's play style "alien": It sometimes wins by offering 
counterintuitive sacrifices, like offering up a queen and bishop to 
exploit a positional advantage. "It's like chess from another 
dimension.”

Human chess grandmasters were very impressed by AlphaZero. 
Danish grandmaster Peter Heine Nielsen likened AlphaZero's play to 
that of a “superior alien species”. Norwegian grandmaster Jon Ludvig 
Hammer characterized AlphaZero's play as “insane attacking chess” 
with profound positional understanding. Former champion Garry 
Kasparov said "It's a remarkable achievement, even if we should 
have expected it after AlphaGo."
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Why the Final Game Between AlphaGo and  
Lee Sedol Is Such a Big Deal for Humanity

Lee Sedol openly apologized to the Korean public and the wider Go community 
(and, perhaps, humans in general) for losing the match, tapping an undeniable 
melancholy among those gathered to watch the match inside Seoul’s Four Seasons 
hotel. But he completely reversed the mood in Game Four. 
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Lee Sedol, the world’s best Go player

For Game Five, under the official rules of the match, the two opponents were set to randomly 
choose who would play first and who would play second. But then came that moment at the end 
of the press conference following his victory in Game Four. Lee Sedol turned towards Hassabis 
and Silver and asked if he could play black in Game Five. To wit, he was asking for the bigger 
challenge. He was asking for the hurdle he still hasn’t cleared. “I really do hope I can win with 
black,” he said, “because winning with black is much more valuable.” Hassabis and Silver 
conferred—ever so briefly—and then granted his wish. 

poi la sorpresa:

 Alpha0    3-1      Sedol
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sampled state-action pairs (s, a), using stochastic gradient ascent to 
maximize the likelihood of the human move a selected in state s
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We trained a 13-layer policy network, which we call the SL policy 
network, from 30 million positions from the KGS Go Server. The net-
work predicted expert moves on a held out test set with an accuracy of 
57.0% using all input features, and 55.7% using only raw board posi-
tion and move history as inputs, compared to the state-of-the-art from 
other research groups of 44.4% at date of submission24 (full results in 
Extended Data Table 3). Small improvements in accuracy led to large 
improvements in playing strength (Fig. 2a); larger networks achieve 
better accuracy but are slower to evaluate during search. We also 
trained a faster but less accurate rollout policy p#(a|s), using a linear 
softmax of small pattern features (see Extended Data Table 4) with 
weights #; this achieved an accuracy of 24.2%, using just 2 µs to select 
an action, rather than 3 ms for the policy network.

Reinforcement learning of policy networks
The second stage of the training pipeline aims at improving the policy 
network by policy gradient reinforcement learning (RL)25,26. The RL 
policy network p$ is identical in structure to the SL policy network, 

and its weights $ are initialized to the same values, $ = ". We play 
games between the current policy network p$ and a randomly selected 
previous iteration of the policy network. Randomizing from a pool 
of opponents in this way stabilizes training by preventing overfitting 
to the current policy. We use a reward function r(s) that is zero for all 
non-terminal time steps t < T. The outcome zt = ± r(sT) is the termi-
nal reward at the end of the game from the perspective of the current 
player at time step t: +1 for winning and #1 for losing. Weights are 
then updated at each time step t by stochastic gradient ascent in the 
direction that maximizes expected outcome25
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We evaluated the performance of the RL policy network in game  
play, sampling each move $ (%| )$a p st t  from its output probability  
distribution over actions. When played head-to-head, the RL policy 
network won more than 80% of games against the SL policy network. 
We also tested against the strongest open-source Go program, Pachi14, 
a sophisticated Monte Carlo search program, ranked at 2 amateur dan 
on KGS, that executes 100,000 simulations per move. Using no search 
at all, the RL policy network won 85% of games against Pachi. In com-
parison, the previous state-of-the-art, based only on supervised 

Figure 1 | Neural network training pipeline and architecture. a, A fast 
rollout policy p# and supervised learning (SL) policy network p" are 
trained to predict human expert moves in a data set of positions.  
A reinforcement learning (RL) policy network p$ is initialized to the SL 
policy network, and is then improved by policy gradient learning to 
maximize the outcome (that is, winning more games) against previous 
versions of the policy network. A new data set is generated by playing 
games of self-play with the RL policy network. Finally, a value network v% 
is trained by regression to predict the expected outcome (that is, whether 

the current player wins) in positions from the self-play data set.  
b, Schematic representation of the neural network architecture used in 
AlphaGo. The policy network takes a representation of the board position 
s as its input, passes it through many convolutional layers with parameters 
" (SL policy network) or $ (RL policy network), and outputs a probability 
distribution ( | )"p a s  or ( | )$p a s  over legal moves a, represented by a 
probability map over the board. The value network similarly uses many 
convolutional layers with parameters %, but outputs a scalar value v%(s&) 
that predicts the expected outcome in position s&.
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Figure 2 | Strength and accuracy of policy and value networks.  
a, Plot showing the playing strength of policy networks as a function 
of their training accuracy. Policy networks with 128, 192, 256 and 384 
convolutional filters per layer were evaluated periodically during training; 
the plot shows the winning rate of AlphaGo using that policy network 
against the match version of AlphaGo. b, Comparison of evaluation 
accuracy between the value network and rollouts with different policies. 

Positions and outcomes were sampled from human expert games. Each 
position was evaluated by a single forward pass of the value network v%, 
or by the mean outcome of 100 rollouts, played out using either uniform 
random rollouts, the fast rollout policy p#, the SL policy network p" or 
the RL policy network p$. The mean squared error between the predicted 
value and the actual game outcome is plotted against the stage of the game 
(how many moves had been played in the given position).
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learning of convolutional networks, won 11% of games against Pachi23 
and 12% against a slightly weaker program, Fuego24.

Reinforcement learning of value networks
The final stage of the training pipeline focuses on position evaluation, 
estimating a value function vp(s) that predicts the outcome from posi-
tion s of games played by using policy p for both players28–30

E( )= | = !…v s z s s a p[ , ]p
t t t T

Ideally, we would like to know the optimal value function under 
perfect play v*(s); in practice, we instead estimate the value function 
!v p  for our strongest policy, using the RL policy network p!. We approx-

imate the value function using a value network v"(s) with weights ", 
!( )" ( )" ( )" !v s v s v sp . This neural network has a similar architecture  

to the policy network, but outputs a single prediction instead of a prob-
ability distribution. We train the weights of the value network by regres-
sion on state-outcome pairs (s, z), using stochastic gradient descent to 
minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between the predicted value 
v"(s), and the corresponding outcome z
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The naive approach of predicting game outcomes from data con-
sisting of complete games leads to overfitting. The problem is that 
successive positions are strongly correlated, differing by just one stone, 
but the regression target is shared for the entire game. When trained 
on the KGS data set in this way, the value network memorized the 
game outcomes rather than generalizing to new positions, achieving a 
minimum MSE of 0.37 on the test set, compared to 0.19 on the training 
set. To mitigate this problem, we generated a new self-play data set 
consisting of 30 million distinct positions, each sampled from a sepa-
rate game. Each game was played between the RL policy network and 
itself until the game terminated. Training on this data set led to MSEs 
of 0.226 and 0.234 on the training and test set respectively, indicating 
minimal overfitting. Figure 2b shows the position evaluation accuracy 
of the value network, compared to Monte Carlo rollouts using the fast 
rollout policy p$; the value function was consistently more accurate. 
A single evaluation of v"(s) also approached the accuracy of Monte 
Carlo rollouts using the RL policy network p!, but using 15,000 times 
less computation.

Searching with policy and value networks
AlphaGo combines the policy and value networks in an MCTS algo-
rithm (Fig. 3) that selects actions by lookahead search. Each edge  

(s, a) of the search tree stores an action value Q(s, a), visit count N(s, a), 
and prior probability P(s, a). The tree is traversed by simulation (that 
is, descending the tree in complete games without backup), starting 
from the root state. At each time step t of each simulation, an action at 
is selected from state st

= ( ( )+ ( ))a Q s a u s aargmax , ,t
a

t t

so as to maximize action value plus a bonus
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that is proportional to the prior probability but decays with  
repeated visits to encourage exploration. When the traversal reaches a 
leaf node sL at step L, the leaf node may be expanded. The leaf position 
sL is processed just once by the SL policy network p%. The output prob-
abilities are stored as prior probabilities P for each legal action a,  
( )= ( | )%P s a p a s,  . The leaf node is evaluated in two very different ways: 

first, by the value network v"(sL); and second, by the outcome zL of a 
random rollout played out until terminal step T using the fast rollout 
policy p$; these evaluations are combined, using a mixing parameter 
&, into a leaf evaluation V(sL)

& &( )= ( % ) ( )+"V s v s z1L L L

At the end of simulation, the action values and visit counts of all 
traversed edges are updated. Each edge accumulates the visit count and 
mean evaluation of all simulations passing through that edge
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where sLi  is the leaf node from the ith simulation, and 1(s, a, i) indicates 
whether an edge (s, a) was traversed during the ith simulation. Once 
the search is complete, the algorithm chooses the most visited move 
from the root position.

It is worth noting that the SL policy network p% performed better in 
AlphaGo than the stronger RL policy network p!, presumably because 
humans select a diverse beam of promising moves, whereas RL opti-
mizes for the single best move. However, the value function 
( )" ( )" !v s v sp  derived from the stronger RL policy network performed 

Figure 3 | Monte Carlo tree search in AlphaGo. a, Each simulation 
traverses the tree by selecting the edge with maximum action value Q, 
plus a bonus u(P) that depends on a stored prior probability P for that 
edge. b, The leaf node may be expanded; the new node is processed once 
by the policy network p% and the output probabilities are stored as prior 
probabilities P for each action. c, At the end of a simulation, the leaf node 

is evaluated in two ways: using the value network v"; and by running 
a rollout to the end of the game with the fast rollout policy p$, then 
computing the winner with function r. d, Action values Q are updated to 
track the mean value of all evaluations r(·) and v"(·) in the subtree below 
that action.
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sampled state-action pairs (s, a), using stochastic gradient ascent to 
maximize the likelihood of the human move a selected in state s
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We trained a 13-layer policy network, which we call the SL policy 
network, from 30 million positions from the KGS Go Server. The net-
work predicted expert moves on a held out test set with an accuracy of 
57.0% using all input features, and 55.7% using only raw board posi-
tion and move history as inputs, compared to the state-of-the-art from 
other research groups of 44.4% at date of submission24 (full results in 
Extended Data Table 3). Small improvements in accuracy led to large 
improvements in playing strength (Fig. 2a); larger networks achieve 
better accuracy but are slower to evaluate during search. We also 
trained a faster but less accurate rollout policy p#(a|s), using a linear 
softmax of small pattern features (see Extended Data Table 4) with 
weights #; this achieved an accuracy of 24.2%, using just 2 µs to select 
an action, rather than 3 ms for the policy network.

Reinforcement learning of policy networks
The second stage of the training pipeline aims at improving the policy 
network by policy gradient reinforcement learning (RL)25,26. The RL 
policy network p$ is identical in structure to the SL policy network, 

and its weights $ are initialized to the same values, $ = ". We play 
games between the current policy network p$ and a randomly selected 
previous iteration of the policy network. Randomizing from a pool 
of opponents in this way stabilizes training by preventing overfitting 
to the current policy. We use a reward function r(s) that is zero for all 
non-terminal time steps t < T. The outcome zt = ± r(sT) is the termi-
nal reward at the end of the game from the perspective of the current 
player at time step t: +1 for winning and #1 for losing. Weights are 
then updated at each time step t by stochastic gradient ascent in the 
direction that maximizes expected outcome25
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We evaluated the performance of the RL policy network in game  
play, sampling each move $ (%| )$a p st t  from its output probability  
distribution over actions. When played head-to-head, the RL policy 
network won more than 80% of games against the SL policy network. 
We also tested against the strongest open-source Go program, Pachi14, 
a sophisticated Monte Carlo search program, ranked at 2 amateur dan 
on KGS, that executes 100,000 simulations per move. Using no search 
at all, the RL policy network won 85% of games against Pachi. In com-
parison, the previous state-of-the-art, based only on supervised 

Figure 1 | Neural network training pipeline and architecture. a, A fast 
rollout policy p# and supervised learning (SL) policy network p" are 
trained to predict human expert moves in a data set of positions.  
A reinforcement learning (RL) policy network p$ is initialized to the SL 
policy network, and is then improved by policy gradient learning to 
maximize the outcome (that is, winning more games) against previous 
versions of the policy network. A new data set is generated by playing 
games of self-play with the RL policy network. Finally, a value network v% 
is trained by regression to predict the expected outcome (that is, whether 

the current player wins) in positions from the self-play data set.  
b, Schematic representation of the neural network architecture used in 
AlphaGo. The policy network takes a representation of the board position 
s as its input, passes it through many convolutional layers with parameters 
" (SL policy network) or $ (RL policy network), and outputs a probability 
distribution ( | )"p a s  or ( | )$p a s  over legal moves a, represented by a 
probability map over the board. The value network similarly uses many 
convolutional layers with parameters %, but outputs a scalar value v%(s&) 
that predicts the expected outcome in position s&.
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Figure 2 | Strength and accuracy of policy and value networks.  
a, Plot showing the playing strength of policy networks as a function 
of their training accuracy. Policy networks with 128, 192, 256 and 384 
convolutional filters per layer were evaluated periodically during training; 
the plot shows the winning rate of AlphaGo using that policy network 
against the match version of AlphaGo. b, Comparison of evaluation 
accuracy between the value network and rollouts with different policies. 

Positions and outcomes were sampled from human expert games. Each 
position was evaluated by a single forward pass of the value network v%, 
or by the mean outcome of 100 rollouts, played out using either uniform 
random rollouts, the fast rollout policy p#, the SL policy network p" or 
the RL policy network p$. The mean squared error between the predicted 
value and the actual game outcome is plotted against the stage of the game 
(how many moves had been played in the given position).
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learning of convolutional networks, won 11% of games against Pachi23 
and 12% against a slightly weaker program, Fuego24.

Reinforcement learning of value networks
The final stage of the training pipeline focuses on position evaluation, 
estimating a value function vp(s) that predicts the outcome from posi-
tion s of games played by using policy p for both players28–30

E( )= | = !…v s z s s a p[ , ]p
t t t T

Ideally, we would like to know the optimal value function under 
perfect play v*(s); in practice, we instead estimate the value function 
!v p  for our strongest policy, using the RL policy network p!. We approx-

imate the value function using a value network v"(s) with weights ", 
!( )" ( )" ( )" !v s v s v sp . This neural network has a similar architecture  

to the policy network, but outputs a single prediction instead of a prob-
ability distribution. We train the weights of the value network by regres-
sion on state-outcome pairs (s, z), using stochastic gradient descent to 
minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between the predicted value 
v"(s), and the corresponding outcome z
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The naive approach of predicting game outcomes from data con-
sisting of complete games leads to overfitting. The problem is that 
successive positions are strongly correlated, differing by just one stone, 
but the regression target is shared for the entire game. When trained 
on the KGS data set in this way, the value network memorized the 
game outcomes rather than generalizing to new positions, achieving a 
minimum MSE of 0.37 on the test set, compared to 0.19 on the training 
set. To mitigate this problem, we generated a new self-play data set 
consisting of 30 million distinct positions, each sampled from a sepa-
rate game. Each game was played between the RL policy network and 
itself until the game terminated. Training on this data set led to MSEs 
of 0.226 and 0.234 on the training and test set respectively, indicating 
minimal overfitting. Figure 2b shows the position evaluation accuracy 
of the value network, compared to Monte Carlo rollouts using the fast 
rollout policy p$; the value function was consistently more accurate. 
A single evaluation of v"(s) also approached the accuracy of Monte 
Carlo rollouts using the RL policy network p!, but using 15,000 times 
less computation.

Searching with policy and value networks
AlphaGo combines the policy and value networks in an MCTS algo-
rithm (Fig. 3) that selects actions by lookahead search. Each edge  

(s, a) of the search tree stores an action value Q(s, a), visit count N(s, a), 
and prior probability P(s, a). The tree is traversed by simulation (that 
is, descending the tree in complete games without backup), starting 
from the root state. At each time step t of each simulation, an action at 
is selected from state st
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so as to maximize action value plus a bonus
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that is proportional to the prior probability but decays with  
repeated visits to encourage exploration. When the traversal reaches a 
leaf node sL at step L, the leaf node may be expanded. The leaf position 
sL is processed just once by the SL policy network p%. The output prob-
abilities are stored as prior probabilities P for each legal action a,  
( )= ( | )%P s a p a s,  . The leaf node is evaluated in two very different ways: 

first, by the value network v"(sL); and second, by the outcome zL of a 
random rollout played out until terminal step T using the fast rollout 
policy p$; these evaluations are combined, using a mixing parameter 
&, into a leaf evaluation V(sL)

& &( )= ( % ) ( )+"V s v s z1L L L

At the end of simulation, the action values and visit counts of all 
traversed edges are updated. Each edge accumulates the visit count and 
mean evaluation of all simulations passing through that edge
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where sLi  is the leaf node from the ith simulation, and 1(s, a, i) indicates 
whether an edge (s, a) was traversed during the ith simulation. Once 
the search is complete, the algorithm chooses the most visited move 
from the root position.

It is worth noting that the SL policy network p% performed better in 
AlphaGo than the stronger RL policy network p!, presumably because 
humans select a diverse beam of promising moves, whereas RL opti-
mizes for the single best move. However, the value function 
( )" ( )" !v s v sp  derived from the stronger RL policy network performed 

Figure 3 | Monte Carlo tree search in AlphaGo. a, Each simulation 
traverses the tree by selecting the edge with maximum action value Q, 
plus a bonus u(P) that depends on a stored prior probability P for that 
edge. b, The leaf node may be expanded; the new node is processed once 
by the policy network p% and the output probabilities are stored as prior 
probabilities P for each action. c, At the end of a simulation, the leaf node 

is evaluated in two ways: using the value network v"; and by running 
a rollout to the end of the game with the fast rollout policy p$, then 
computing the winner with function r. d, Action values Q are updated to 
track the mean value of all evaluations r(·) and v"(·) in the subtree below 
that action.
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